Dear Members,

You are invited to visit the ISI website to read news on the following:

59th ISI WSC 2013 in Hong Kong

- Find out about virtual participation at the ISI WSC in Hong Kong! More>>
- Special Seminar on Professional Ethics in Statistical Practice More>>
- Open meeting on ‘Intrusion of the judiciary in the course of the production of official statistics’ More>>
- Administrative Meetings Schedule is updated. More>>
- Read more about the ISI/Associations’ Satellite Meetings More>>
- To register for the Hong Kong WSC, please click here.

2013 ISI Mahalanobis Award in Statistics

Mr Lamine Diop is the winner of the 2013 Mahalanobis Award in Statistics. More>>

Program on ISI Member Strategic Initiatives

The ISI is pleased to announce a new program that is aimed at increasing the engagement of members in promoting the mission of the ISI. The Executive Committee solicits proposals for special initiatives that are aligned with the ISI Strategic Plan and add value to the institute and its members. We expect to fund several projects in the range of 2,000-10,000 euros. Only ISI Elected and Regular Members can submit proposals. Please see the full announcement for more details, deadlines and information on how to submit. More>>

2013 International Year of Statistics

- Read about the International Association for Statistical Education’s celebration of Statistics2013 in Durban, South Africa. More>>
- International Conference Ars Conjectandi 1713-2013 More>>
- In the June 17th Issue: The United Nations Statistics Division has registered as a Statistics2013 participating organization! Two new countries joined the worldwide Statistics2013 campaign, which brings us to 124 countries total. This means two-thirds of the world’s countries are participating in the International Year of Statistics! Individual organization participation continues to increase, we are now at 2,035 organizations. Read more about events happening around the world and please nominate
In the June 3rd Issue: We have now reached 2,018 participants from 122 countries. Read more on events happening on different continents, including the Future of the Statistical Sciences Workshop in London in November. More>>

Past newsletters can be viewed here. More>

Stat

Follow regular postings from Stat Associate Editors at Statblog More>>

ISI Officers' Elections: Request for Nominations

Nominations are being solicited from members of the entire ISI family for the next slate of candidates for the ISI Executive Committee and Council. More>>

ISI Membership Elections

- We welcome 17 newly elected members to the ISI. More>>
- Apply or nominate a colleague for ISI Elected membership; 3rd round application period is now open and will run until 11 July 2013. More>>

Deceased Members and Obituaries

Professor Em. Tadashi Yoshizawa More>>

IASE News June 2013

Read about the New Zealand CensusAtSchool, International Year of Statistics Celebration in Durban and a Late-Breaking Session at the WSC More>>

IASS News June 2013

Read about the Results of the 2013 IASS Elections, Preparations for Hong Kong, and the New IASS Statutes More>>

ISBIS Officers for 2013-2015

Announcement of ISBIS Officers for 2013-2015 More>>

If you are having trouble viewing this e-mail, please click here to open the online version.
If you have any news, suggestions or wishes, please contact isipo.news@gmail.com.
You may also e-mail us information you would like to share with others.

With my best regards,

Ada van Krimpen
ISI Director